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Energy in the
Americas
The Western
Hemisphere is in
the vanguard of
the transformation
of global energy
markets. But what
will this mean for the
region’s economic
future, its patterns of
consumption and its
politics? Our special
feature section starts
on page 60.

U.S. President
Barack Obama
walks toward
a pumpjack in
New Mexico in
March 2012.
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Antonio
Sosa-Pascual
Puerto Rico
uerto Ricans often feel that
they are part of an invisible nation. According to
the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau
American Community Survey, there are now 4.7 million Puerto
Ricans living in the 50 states and the
District of Columbia—more than on
their ancestral Caribbean archipelago of 3.7 million. But because Puerto
Ricans living abroad are not distinguished from other U.S. citizens, the
true size of the Puerto Rican diaspora
has long been impossible to determine.
Antonio Sosa-Pascual, 39, believes
he can change that with an innovative social media site called Parranda,
which uses Google Maps technology
to pinpoint where Puerto Ricans live
all over the world. Launched last year,
the site borrows from the Puerto Rican Christmas tradition of parrandas,
in which revelers go from house to
house singing Christmas carols until
the host opens the door. By asking users to enter their location as they register—whether they live in Chicago
or Beijing—the site effectively opens
the door to the “Greater Puerto Rico,”
Sosa-Pascual explains.
The Puerto Rican entrepreneur,
who was born on the island and currently lives in San Juan, says Parranda
“is an opportunity to realize that our
community is bigger and stronger
than what we think, that we have
more resources than what we think,
and that we have our own unique
place in the world.”
Sosa-Pascual is himself an example
of how far the Puerto Rican diaspora
has reached. He earned his mba at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(mit) and has held posts in the public
and private sectors around the world,
including serving as deputy clerk of
the Department of Economic Devel-

P
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Kihuen for Congress: Nevada State Senator Ruben Kihuen
poses with two young fans.

helping six Latino candidates win
Last year, Kihuen experienced his
state assembly seats in 2010.
first political setback. Originally
Kihuen picked up his drive to suc- planning to run for the U.S. House
ceed from his parents, who moved of Representatives, he stepped down
their family from Mexico in 1986 and in favor of fellow Democrat Dina Tilabored long hours in the ﬁelds pick- tus, who went on to win the seat. “It
ing strawberries and cleaning homes was going to cause a huge division
to support him and his three siblings. in the party, and the district is heavAt ﬁrst, Kihuen enjoyed success in a ily Democratic, so I decided to be a
different arena: at 18, he was selected statesman and bow out of the race,”
“Nevada High Schools Soccer Player of Kihuen explains. “My goal is still to
the Year,” and was preparing to try out get to Washington DC.”
for Mexico’s Chivas de Guadalajara
In the meantime, Kihuen seeks to
when he broke his foot. Searching make his mark on Nevada politics.
for new worlds to conquer, he found In April, Kihuen, who is Catholic
work in Senator Reid’s 2004 reelec- and had previously opposed sametion campaign.
sex marriage, spoke out in favor of
Reid eventually offered him a job marriage equality for gay and lesbian
as a regional representative in Las Ve- couples after speaking with his congas. By then, Kihuen had caught the stituents. “America’s changing,” Kipolitical bug. “I decided it’s not that huen says. “If two people love each
difﬁcult serving in ofﬁce,” he jokes. other, let them be.”
With Reid’s blessing, Kihuen made his
Though he is set on an eventual
ﬁrst run for ofﬁce in 2006. He beat a move to the nation’s capital, Kihuen
well-funded incumbent to win 61 per- still enjoys being a lawmaker in his
cent of the vote, becoming the ﬁrst home state. “Good legislation impacts
Latino immigrant elected to the Ne- 2.5 million people [in Nevada],” he says.
vada legislature.
“There’s no better reward than that.”
A M E R I C A S Q U A R T E R LY. O R G
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The Laundromat
Project
United States

opment and Commerce of Puerto Rico. easy way for different groups to partIn 2010, he became managing director ner or communicate with one another.
of reof Capital, a venture capital com- Along with nine other founders—
pany in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
many from the boards of Puerto Rican
Sosa-Pascual’s networking skills social organizations on the U.S. mainwere honed as a graduate student land and in Puerto Rico—Sosa- Pasnearly a decade ago, when he founded cual launched Parranda on New Year’s
the Harvard-mit Puerto Rican Cau- Eve 2012. The service, which is free
cus, which enabled professors, busi- for users, is ﬁnanced entirely by the
nesspeople, government ofﬁcials, and founding members. Today, they have
students to exchange proposals for over 2,000 users on six continents.
economic reform on the island. The
“[We] focus on being able to chanexperience provided an opportunity nel resources, mentoring, capital,
to connect students in the Boston donations, and trying to make a difarea with business and intellectual ference in the communities,” Sosacommunities in Puerto Rico.
Pascual says.
But he quickly discovered that while
On May 30, Parranda held its ﬁrst
an increasing number of Puerto Rican Global Summit at the University of
professionals were anxious to funnel Puerto Rico’s Río Piedras campus.
resources to the island, there was no The event enabled Puerto Rican diaspora leaders to identify, discuss
and develop solutions to Puerto Rico’s most pressing challenges and
opportunities, including economic
development, community building
and education. At the summit, leaders
from Puerto Rico and the U.S. pledged
to create partnerships to provide
mentorship opportunities for young
Puerto Rican entrepreneurs, provide
them with job opportunities and connect them with potential investors.
While Parranda is still growing,
Sosa-Pascual believes the social networking platform’s greatest achievement so far has been to unite the
global Puerto Rican community. As
he puts it, Parranda has helped “an inThe networker: Antonio Sosa-Pascual
visible nation become visible.”
connects Puerto Ricans across the globe.
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COURTESY OF ANTONIO SOSA-PASCUAL

Meet and greet: Parranda cofounders Antonio Sosa-Pascual and Giovanni Rodriguez
speak with diaspora leaders at the ﬁrst Parranda summit in Río Piedras, Puerto Rico.

mother and child load the
week’s dirty clothes into a
washing machine. Nearby,
a young man stuffs his dry
clothes into a hamper. An
old woman methodically folds children’s socks and T-shirts. It’s a typical scene at laundromats around New
York City—except for one difference:
while waiting for their clothes to spin
dry, a handful of neighbors are learning how to make batik-dyed T-shirts
with a local artist.
This facility happens to be one of
a dozen coin-op washaterias participating in The Laundromat Project, a
not-for-proﬁt enterprise that blends
art and community spirit with the
most ordinary of household chores.
Its tagline: “wash clothes, make art,
build community.”
Since 2006, The Laundromat Project has commissioned 27 public art
projects in 23 laundromats.
“We’re working in communities of
color, we’re working in communities
living on modest incomes, people
whose innate creativity is not being
nurtured or seen as any kind of an
asset,” explains Kemi Ilesanmi, who
joined The Laundromat Project in
2004 and is now executive director.
The moving force behind the idea
was Risë Wilson, now 37, who left a
promising career in the corporate sector to pursue her vision of bringing
“art-making down to earth.”
Despite early exposure to the arts
while growing up in Philadelphia,
Wilson never considered becoming
an artist. “As a post–Civil Rights baby,
the tacit message I had retained above
all was that making good on the sacriﬁces of my forebears meant ‘getting
a good education that would lead to
a good job,’” Wilson says.
The Laundromat Project’s ﬂagship
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